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divergent beam of x-rays originated at the specimen as
secondary Co or Fe radiation which had been excited by
the incident beam. The white arcs are quite prominent,
while the dark lines are somewhat difFicult to distinguish
from the background. Fewer dark lines are expected since
all reciprocal lattice points within the volume of reflection
diffract corresponding rays from the scattered beam to leave
the white lines, whereas only those rays diffracted in the
forward direction reach the flat film and are detected as
black lines. Black diffraction lines have been observed best
where they fall in a region of the film remote from the center
where background scattering is slight.

The technique which we used offers the advantage that
the line pattern is supplemented by the normal Laue
pattern on the same film and that the exposures are made
with the sealed-off x-ray tubes which are so widely used
today. The obvious disadvantages are the relatively long
exposure times (8 to 16 hours) and possibly the limitation
of materials which can be investigated directly; however,
a technique probably could be developed for the examina-
tion of single crystals of other materials in which a piece
of iron foil is placed in front of the sample as the source of
divergent Fe radiation. Work is in progress to determine
the utility of this new kind of x-ray diffraction analysis in
the study of the solid-state reactions in the above alloys.
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'HE hyperfine structure of the ground term of H' and
H' is greater' than expected from nuclear magnetic

moments by, respectively, 0.26 and 0.31 percent. The differ-
ence between these values is less certain than the approxi-
mate value 0.28 percent and will be assumed to be insig-
nificant. ' If the electron had a small, Pauli-type, intrinsic
magnetic moment' p,. the observed and calculated values
would differ.

The effect of p.p3(He) in the Hamiltonian (Dirac's nota-
tion) is to change the hfs interval factor to

where k = l, —l —1, respectively, for j = l ——,', l+ ~. The
functions F, G are, respectively, —iF, G of Roess. ' Azi-
muthal, inner, and nuclear-spin quantum numbers are l,
j,i. The magnetic field of' nucleus at the electron is II, the
nuclear magnetic moment is pg. The molecular-beam ex-
periment gives p~/(p, p

—pz), where po)0 is the Bohr mag-
neton. The atomic-beam experiment determines, ' accord-
ing to Fq. (1), the quantity p~(go+a, /2). The theoretical
ratio of the hfs to the molecular-beam value of p~ contains,

therefore, 1—p,./2po as a factor. To explain the observed
discrepancy one needs p, /p, o = —0.0056, a small value which
could have escaped detection. According to Eq. (1) the
interval factors of s, pqt2, p3t2 terms contain p, in the factors
1+pe/2poy ~ pe/2poq ~+pe/4po apart from factor 1—p,,/po
which is needed in (1) if the apparent p~ is substituted for
the true value. In principle, ratios of interval factors for
these terms could determine p,./po.

One expects the following additional effects of p, . (a) A
modification of the Landd g factor through factor 1-2p, /po
in g —1. (b) The term (—p,.)p2(Ec) caused by nuclear
electric field contributes to the energy

2p,.{1+4}Z'Rcha'48= —2p,Imp F*Gdr= „(2)
where n is the principal quantum number of a hydrogenic
term, R is the Rydberg, and a is the fine structure constant.
For n = 2, Z = 1 Eq. (2) gives

AA = (—4, 4/3) (p,,/po) {Rchnn/16)

for 2s, 2p&t2, respectively. Ehe displacement of 2s with
~ respect to 2p»2 of hydrogen is (—16/3)(p, /po){Rahu /16),
which is about 1/33 of the 2pst2, 2s doublet separation for
p, /pp = —0.0056. The Lamb-Retherford —2s+2P&12 separa-
tion is roughly 3 times the above value. It is doubtful
that Bethe's' electrodynamic shift theory of the Lamb-
Retherford effect~ is as yet quantitative enough to exclude
the possibility of about -; of the effect arising from another
cause.

The presence of the Coulomb energy in po in Eq. (1)
makes the integral diverge for s terms. The integral con-
verges, however, if the Coulomb energy is made finite at
small distances. A cut-off of the integral at r ~e'/mc' makes
the contribution of the Coulomb energy to the integral of
the negligible order a2 loga 2 of the term containing po. The
quantity po has accordingly been replaced by rue in the
estimates.

It is not claimed that the electron has an intrinsic mag-
netic moment. Aesthetic objections could be raised against
such a view. The only object of this note is to point out
that the evidence considered above does not disprove a
small p, of the order npo.

If the discrepancy is due to an interaction between the
electron and the nucleus of a local type, it is hard to see
why it should have the same fractional value for the proton
and the deuteron. In this case the effect would be prac-
tically confined to s terms, and one could, in principle,
distinguish between it and the hypothesis of the intrinsic
magnetic moment by comparing hfs interval factors for
different spectroscopic terms.
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